
 

GENERAL SEARCH TIPS 

 
Keyword search – find your search term in a specific field ( e.g. AUTHOR, TITLE, SUBJECT, NOTES) or 
ANYWHERE (any one of those fields). If you put more than one word in a search box, the search finds 
phrases or items that include them all  in any order in the same field 

Browse (begins with) searching  - choose corporate author or subject term from A-Z indexes  

Subject terms - check the IWC Thesaurus for help finding which standard subject terms are used and 
other terms you might find useful -  broader, narrower or related subject terms 

Author names – use surname only as search word. Search name in ANYWHERE to find both main author 
of a work or author of a chapter,  

Punctuation - hyphens, quotations marks, apostrophes, symbols do not matter  but spaces do  

e.g. “workers”  finds “workers” or “workers' “ ;  “re-employment” finds “reemployment” or ”re-
employment” ; “return-to-work” finds “return-to-work” but not “return to work” 

Truncation (*) – add at the end of part of a word to find words that begin with those characters   

               e.g. “legislat* ” finds “legislative”, “ legislature”, ”legislation” ….; “locked*”  finds “locked-in” or   
 “locked” (in claims) 

  

Combining terms (search-box dropdown options): 

• AND finds only catalogue records that include all words from each search box 
• AND NOT finds only records that do not include these search words 
• OR finds records that include all words in one search box OR words in another search box (use 

when searching synonyms or alternative terms).  
• search boxes linked by AND or AND NOT are combined before OR. Prefer using Refine Search to 

combine OR and AND searches  

Limits – use only if needed to reduce the number of records found. Search results show with the most 
recent listed first. Limiting by year may exclude records without dates, such as records for websites, or 
open-ended publications such as journals. Limiting by online format may exclude records for print 
publications that have a link to the digital version 

Command query – use to search any database field; search exact phrases or specify word proximity and 
order; run complex Boolean searches); combine saved sets and/or field searches. See Advanced search 
options 

Refine Search - use this feature to build more complex searches step by step; modify and combine 
previous searches in a specific order. See Advanced search options 
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